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DEFENSEMEN IN PRACTICE AND GAMES 

Playing defence in an age of nightly "play of the day" highlights, salaries based on point production 
and the all stars picked by offensive output, it is hard convincing kids that being a defenseman is a 
rewarding part of hockey. We need to sell the position and we need to make it fun and appreciated. 
Consider: 

- Let defensemen be creative. They will make mistakes and often defensemen mistakes end 
up in the net, but they will never gain confidence without coaches giving them the freedom 
to create. The 'OFF THE GLASS" mentality has crept down in our minor hockey systems. 

- Involve the defensemen in the offensive aspect of drills. Do not always make them the 
• defenders on a 2-1 or 3-2. Give them opportunities to score, pass, and set up plays. 

- 	Let the defensemen shoot on net. Design drills that "add on" a component that gives them 
an opportunity to finish off with a scoring chance rather than just a defensive play. 

- Defensemen need different skating skills than forwards, they generally shoot form a 
• different angle, their energy system/shift intensity are often different. Be aware of this and 

plan accordingly. I encourage parts of practice where specific drills designed for 
defensemen are incorporated. E.g. warm up shots, puck races, etc. 

- 	Defensemen need to face game like situations in practice. They need pressure in order to 
read the ice and make good decisions. As coaches we need to help them devise strategies 
to deal with this pressure and "read and react". E.g. cue words, reverses, toes up ice, 
support, and communications. 

- 	Agility and quickness (so called "quick feet") are improved by repetition. We need to provide 
defensemen with an opportunity to excel by designing drills that address these needs. 

- 	We need to provide players with simple drills they can do on their own. Like playing the 
piano, a few minutes a day can vastly improve motor skills. 

- 	We need to build on good skating skills and individual tactics and teach these at a young 
age. Transition, Mohawk turns, getting the puck to mid ice to shoot, evasive tactics, 
protecting mid ice etc. all can be taught by games and drills specific to defence. 

The purpose of this mentorship clinic is to try to encourage coaches to make the position fun for 
the players involved. There is nothing more exciting to watch than a Bobby Orr or a Paul Coffee 
and it is this creativity that makes our game so exciting. Certainly there is a place for the stay at 
•home defenseman but let's let the kids decide what type of player they want to be after they have 
been given good coaching and an opportunity to explore all aspects of the position. 

All coaches have been provided with a booklet and a series of drills that focus on individual 
skills/tactics. We will not have time to go through the book at this clinic but will refer to several of 
the fundamentals mentioned on the ice. Please read the document when you can and we hope it is 
useful to you through out the year. Also, be creative yourself; design drills and create situations 
that make your players think. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. To provide a manual to help minor hockey coaches in Manitoba understand the basic skills 
required to play defense. 

2. To provide a sampling of drills to develop the individual and team skills of our young 
defensemen. 

3. To provide a manual that is comprehensive, simple to use, and practical for all coaches taking 
the support series. 

4. To emphasis the importance of the position. Often defensemen get fewer points less press 
and less praise yet they have the toughest job. They are the last line of defense and often are 



•  chasing pucks with their back to the runaway fore checker. We need to make them aware of 
their contribution. 

5. To encourage intense but fair safe play 

6. Ultimately to develop agile, skilled, thinking defensemen who, with better techniques will enjoy 
participating in the game of hockey. 

Skating 

The purpose of the clinic is not to teach power skating; Hockey Manitoba has a coach support 
series clinic on this topic. However, as skating is the most important ingredient in playing an 
aggressive defense we will provide a few tips for coaches, especially regarding backward, 
transition and agility skating. 

Remember there are four main components of skating: 

1. Leg Strength — best built by off-season weight training and in season maintained programs. 

2. Quick feet — developed both in and off-season. 

3. Technique — often a "gift" but can be dramatically improved with the help of a 
knowledgeable coach. 

4. Intensity/Desire — You must help players achieve their potential. 

Activity  

All coaches stand up as tall as you can. Reach with your leg to the side as far as possible, hold. 
Now bend your knees as low as possible. Reach out the same leg. See the difference when you 
drop to the power position. 

KEY— This extra drive is what gives a skater extra power; just like speed skaters. You must get 
down low to be a good skater and fully extend your legs in your stride. 

Skating Check List 

Forward 	 Backward 

1. Head up 
2. Shoulders Back 
3. Knees bent 
4. Full extension on drive leg 
5. Quick, low leg recovery 

6. Arms pump straight ahead. 

7. Keep your skates on the ice as 
much as possible. 

8. Work hard. 

1. Head up 
2. Shoulders back / back and hips still 
3. Knees bent, weight over glide leg 
4. Full extension on drive leg. Push to 
5. Quick, low leg recovery and pull. 
into mid blade of glide skates. 
6. Keep your arms forward — one hand 
other up and ready. 
7. Keep your skates on the ice. 

8. Work hard. 

side not back 
Push leg back 

on the stick the 

Transition Skating 

Transition skating is used most often by defencemen as they try to keep facing the play at all 
times. 



Forwards to Backwards Transition 

1. Lead with your heels. 
2. Keep low and powerful — do not straighten up before your transition. 
3. Do not stop dead — keep your momentum. 
4. You are allowed one crossover — then stride. 
5. Stride with full extension and keep your skates on the ice. 

Backward to Forward Transition 

1. Keep low and powerful with a deep knee bend — do not straighten up. 
2. Keep your weight over your inside support leg. 
3. Rotate your upper body and hips to the direction you want to turn before you turn your feet. 
4. Turn your lead toe in the direction you want to travel before you place it on the ice. 
5. You can Mohawk or cross over but make sure you accelerate out of your turn. 

DRILLS 

Skills Circuit 

This circuit has been designed to observe most skating skills needed and used by a defenceman. 
Run the players through the drill — video tape it if possible, then you and the player can observe, 
analyze, and plan to correct. 

Skating Analysis Circuit 

Have players complete the following circuit at near 100% effort. Watch each closely and if possible 
video the circuit and go over it with the player to show them their strengths and weaknesses. 

1. Forward start. 
2. Skate forward and tight left turn. 
3. Tight right turn and skate forward. 
4. Transition skate. 
5. Counter clockwise backward crossovers. Toes up ice. 
6. 180°  forward to backward transition turn. 
7. Backward stride. 
8. Turn to corner (left). 
9. Counter clockwise forward crossovers. 
10. Clockwise forward crossovers. 
11. Transition skate. 
12. Forward skate. 
13. Clockwise backward crossovers. 
14. 180°  forward to backward transition turn. 
15. Backward stride. 
16. Turn to corner (right). 
17. Forward stop and pause. 
18. Backward start and stride. 
19. Backward strides. 
20. Backward stop. 

Once players progress, have them do the same circuit carrying a puck. You can time the circuit 
throughout the year to gage improvement in skills or conditioning. 





PLAYING DEFENSE  
Playing defense is the toughest job in hockey and a place where your mistakes or misjudgments 
are the most noticeable. But also a position that coaches have tremendous respect for. You stop 
the opposition's most skilled players and you initiate most of the breakouts in your end. You need to be tough yet mobile, aggressive yet intelligent, punishing yet skilled. 

The purpose of this booklet is to help you learn the basics of playing defense. These are "given" 
factors that most coaches/players accept as the best way to play a demanding position. However 
you are encouraged to be creative and communicate with your partner- you WILL make mistakes 
but this is part of playing aggressively and intensely. 

We will not dwell on systems- specific strategies and tactics will be relayed to you by your coach. 

10 Commandments for Defensemen 
1. GET TO KNOW YOUR DEFENSE PARTNER - Your defensive partner is your lifeline! He 

can save your butt or get you killed. NEVER DO NOTHING. You either run interference or 
support with a passing option for them, it is up to the D man without the puck to get open. 

2. TALK - We will set up "cue words" so you can communicate in one syllable direction with 
your defense partner. Make sure you also learn to communicate with your goaltenders. He 
is your eyes when your back is turned to the fore checker. (See Defensive Zone #6) 

3. PLAY THE MAN and LIMIT OPPONENTS TIME AND SPACE - Quite simply get in their 
face quickly. Don't give them time to think, set up, or be creative. Always close the gap, 
and keep it tight, you should be only 1 - 2 stick lengths away. Challenge, chase, and 
contact in ALL zones without hesitation when support is available. Play the body and 
separate the player from the puck. 

4. STEER - angle and guide opponents to where you want them to go. Always take defensive 
side positioning OPPONENT-YOU-NET and take away good ice from the attackers. Keep 
them wide and don't give them the back of the net; occupy and take away the good ice. 
Make them go where you want them to go. Use the boards as an extra man. Keep square 
to the puck carrier and look beyond them to read the attack. 

5. DOTS - your main job is to protect the ice between the dots. Once someone is inside your 
dots and inside the top of the circles they are dangerous- force them and the closer they 
are to the net the tougher and more aggressive you are, and the tighter the gap is. 

6. FACE THE PUCK- and keep the play in front of you. Use stops and starts and straight line 
skating; don't swing away. Keep the puck in your vision at all times. When body checking 
never run straight at an opponent- get on an angle- use the boards. Big runs usually mean 
you are out of the play. Be in control, stay low, drive through and punish them- but hit them 
first. Lead with your stick and keep your hands down. 

7. DISCIPLINE AND CONTROL - you must be tough but smart. Referees call a lot of 
penalties on defensemen for hitting from behind and clearing the net. You also take a lot of 
cheap shots from forwards. You must have the control and courage to play aggressive but 
take your lumps back. Penalties with your mouth are NOT acceptable; it only shows a lack 
of self-control and maturity. You must also play 40-second shifts and get off. Long shifts 
are slow shifts. 

8. PLAY WITH INTENSITY AND PRIDE - battle for the puck and win the 1-1 situations, it 'is 
the essence of puck control. Take pride that you will out battle anyone who comes into 



your territory. Loose pucks are our pucks. Generally, the closest D to the puck should 
retrieve it, the partner looks after the front of the net. 

9. 	READ AND REACT - read and make a quick decision, know whether to pressure or 
contain. 

• a) Pressure and be very aggressive when: 
o You can see his numbers, he can't see you• and this is an advantage to you, close in 

• on him quickly 
o He has poor puck control, get in his face 
o You can be aggressive if you are in a situation where you outnumber the opposition 

• b) Contain and be under control and ready to move when: 
• o 	The player is not a scoring threat 

o You are outnumbered in your zone (2-1, 3-2 etc.) Here you protect mid ice and 
steer the attack, waiting for support. 

o Player has good puck control and his head is up 
o He is coming at you face to face 

Often the best strategy is to skewer the opponent, this is done by putting the stick between 
opponent's legs and putting your free hand on his chest or just under his rib cage. Twisting 
your stick will impede his mobility. Play the man, not the puck. 

10. 	CONTROL THE PUCK - the puck is hard to get so try not to give it away. Battle for it, 
control it and when you move it - move it away from pressure and to one of your teammates 
in such a way he doesn't get killed. Make a good first pass. You will have to take hits to 

• make good plays- its the price of a successful team. If you have to dump it- hit it hard! 

WORK HARD - HAVE FUN!!! 



OFFENSIVE ZONE  

Be aggressive! Attack with 4 people - one defenseman should always be no less that 1/2 a 
zone behind the play. You must make a "read-react" decision whether to attack or peel off 
and defend. 

2. If you have support feel free to drive to the net from the blueline through an open lane but 
try to establish eye contact with the puck carrier first. Once you've established the contact - 
go for it! Get back out to the point quickly unless you have a chance at a rebound or 
immediate possession of a free puck. 

3. Play carefully at the blue line. Do not turn the puck over here. No inside moves - keep the 
puck on your stick and move it safely. 

4. Shooting 
a) from where: 	- try to walk or pull the puck to the middle for the best angle and the best 

rebound situation. 

- don't necessarily shoot to score - shoot to hit the net. Target should be the 
near post to the middle of the net This will give rebounds. If you miss the 
far side - the puck is up the boards. 

- shoot the puck 6"-12" off the ice to avoid sticks, skates, and the goalies 
stick. Force them to make a pad save = rebounds. 

- if you take a wrist shot or a slap shot look before you release (on the back 
swing on the slap shot). Look for a screen, to the wingers off the side of 
the net and also to where your 'D' partner is. This is all done with one 
peripheral vision glance. 

- if there is pressure from a checker, dump it into the corner. MISS THE 
FIRST MAN and get the puck deep. 

- If the checker slides at you - protect the puck and spin away, or push to the 
outside. 

- put the puck on the net. Increasingly NHL Defensemen are taking good 
solid wrist shots. Tee it up if you can but get the puck to the net at the 
optimal time. 

- practice spins and pushes to the outside. Make your fake realistic -stick 
right to the ice - accelerate out of your fake and drive the net. 

- think defence as soon as you shoot. 

- If setting up a one timer the pass should be between the shooters feet - not too far out front of them. 

b) to where: 

c) heiaht: 

d) head uo: 

e) velocity: 

f) fake: 

g) think: 

h) one timer 

5. 	Pinch 	- only when it suits your system (talk to your coach) 
- only when you have high support. 
- only if you can get there prior to the puck or if the opponent has poor 

control at the time of your arrival. 
- keep your body close to the boards to prevent a chip out. 
- keep your stick in the middle passing lane 
- beat the opponent back into the play if the puck goes up ice. 
- Pull out if in doubt but keep a tight gap. 
- If your partner pinches, you play safe. 



6. 	Be Confident 
- Don't leave the zone too soon. Keep pressure on and have confidence 

in your ability to skate. Keep a tight gap. 
- Don't be more than 1 - 2 stick lengths away from the puck carrier. Build 

your speed quickly and stroke. Keep a middle position forcing the puck 
carrier wide; steer them. 

NEUTRAL ZONE 

DEFENSIVELY• 

1. Keep a tight gap - get in their face. Ideally be an extended stick length away from opponents. 
Match their speed - be confident in your speed. Depending on your system, step up and make 
contact in the neutral zone or better yet "stay up", that is keep your gap tight and you will be in 
position already! Keep square. Don't "drift" into our end. If they stop - You stop and go get 
them. 

2. Never stand stationary - move your feet, cut figure 8's but don't be flatfooted. Keep knees bent 
and ready to pump. You get one cross over then stroke full strides for speed. 

3. Steer the attack- Protect the middle corridor and angle the attack to the outside lanes. Play 
between the dots and use the boards. Protect your lane. If you have support - push them to the 
boards anywhere in the neutral zone. 

4. Protect your blueline- if you are supported and not outnumbered stand the opponent up at the 
blueline. You do this by keeping them outside, between you and the boards and by keeping a 
tight gap with speed. Simply angle them towards the outside and make contact. Don't lunge - 
don't be too far ahead of the play. 

5. Crossing Forwards- if they cross anywhere in the neutral zone- hold your lane and deep zone 
coverage. Don't run after them, as they are not a threat to score. 

6. Stretch- you must respect the stretch man especially after they gain their own blue line. Watch 
them and be aware of their positioning lane- watch the middle seam. 

7. Checking- don't run, lunge or drive straight at a forward. Angle, be in control- if you get a 
chance to hit them-take it but only if you have support. Keep your hands and stick down, Stay 
on the defensive side of the play and beat them into our zone. Push off when you are done with 
them. 

8. Talk- Communicate who has who and let each other know the situation. (eg. stretch man).Your 
back checking forwards may have their backs to the puck so be their eyes when possible. 

NEUTRAL ZONE 
OFFENSIVELY 

1. No fancy moves- no "inside" moves or high risk highlight reel maneuvers. These are for the 
deep offensive zone not the "magic line"- especially if the D is carrying the puck. 

2. Move the puck- if at all possible move the puck forward. Quick transition means goals. 
When going D-D be sure of your pass; this can spread the forecheck if there is no quick 
up. 



3. Drive and skate- if. no "up" is possible drive through the neutral zone- forward not laterally. 
Hit their blue line with speed. Always try to carry the puck in the mid-lane to give yourself all 
possible options. 

4. Attack- gain the zone if possible. If you get a loose gap you can use the middle ice, if not, 
drive wide. If you delay- get to the hash marks if possible to give time for teammates to hit 
the zone. Get to your point after you have made the thrust. 

5. Support- always have one defenseman within 1/2 a zone of the puck when we have 
possession. The other D should tighten up but be the "safety man" Jump into the play- do 
not be a spectator. Often coming down the wide lane away from the puck carrier is effective 
as forwards should be in the attack triangle. 

6. Backpeddlinq- if you need to backpeddle (e.g., forwards clearing the zone) keep the puck in 
a passing position and give good firm sweep passes while skating backwards. Practice 
fake passes and spins and then pass. Always come out of your spins with speed, head up 
with puck in passing position. Also practise stepping up and moving the puck. 

7. 	Dumps- slow dump, lateral dumps, or rims should be to a spot supported by forecheckers. 
Rim it hard (on glass) to make goalies job harder, or saucer it softly into the corner so their 
D has a hard time picking it up. 

Get the puck deep, below the goal line if possible. 

DEFENSIVE ZONE 
DEFENSIVELY 

1. Keep tight gap- easy if you are tight in the neutral zone. Stand them up at the blueline 
where possible. Pressure the puck carrier. 

2. Pick them up- once an opponent enters your zone in your lane and crosses over our 
blueline they are YOURS! If you are even numbered take them. If you are on a 2-1, 3-1 
etc. angle them outside but no freebees to the net! Pressure; the player is your 
responsibility. 

3. Dump in- if they rim the puck turn to the INSIDE and go to where the puck will end up 
behind your net. Turning outside adds distance and time. 

4. Caught In Neutral Zone- if you are caught in the neutral zone and are back checking, drive 
to the post on your side of the ice- the shortest distance home- don't go chasing the puck. 

5. Delays- if a forward enters the zone and turns back towards the boards, go get them-get in 
their face when even numbered. If a 2-1, 3-2 you must protect the mid ice. Fight through 
screens, drop passes - go get them and get a stick out to deflect it. Go to them; don't let 
them come to you. A key in this is also communication. 

6. Front of net- don't tie yourself up, be active when needed. B attle, poke but be free to 
move. Keep your eyes on the puck and keep your feet facing UP ice and ready to 
challenge shooters in the slot. Keep on defensive side of opponent, push them outwards; 
block them out. Control their stick and be ready to move them. No free walkouts from the 
corner, front them up. Neutralize and control the opponent's stick after a shot on goal. 
Keep your eyes on the puck by turning your head not your body. Don't try to stop hard 
shots when the goaltender has clear vision of it. Your job is to clear the net and clear 



rebounds. You may want to skewer the opponent to limit their mobility. 

7. Move Forwards- you must try to unbalance them before you shove them. You can tap 
ankles, top of the foot, behind the knees, stick up through the seat of the pants, cross check 
their triceps but get them to straighten their legs or collapse a leg. Now push- either with a 
cross check and push on their hips or one fist under their rib cage and push up and out with 
your bottom stick hand. Move them from inside-out, defensive side to the outside of the 
rink. 

8. Keep the game outside the dots- deflect the attack outside the dots and up the boards 
when possible. Keep on defensive side of the forwards. If all else fails collapse into a box. 
When you move outside the dots don't get beat 1-1 and get back quickly to your defensive 
positioning. Always beat your opponent back into the play. If you are outnumbered delay 
the attack and don't over commit until you have support. Protect from the inside out and 
approach all scrums from the defensive side. 

• 9. 	They Dump- If you have a tight gap, finish the check and interfere with their advance, your 
partner will get the puck. (Weak side defense is to get the puck). If you have a loose gap 
and time- you communicate with partner as to who will chase the puck, although usually the 
closest D to the puck will pursue it. 

10. Stops and Starts- stops and starts in our end are best utilizing a one-foot snowplough. 
Never circle or go for big skates. Always face the puck or you'll get running around and 
lose the flow of the play. 

11. Getting Run In Open Ice- get your hands out front of you with your stick in a cross check 
position. Absorb the hit and deflect them one way or the other. Glide on your skates. 

12. Blocking Shots- either square up- down on one knee with arm at side and stick to the side-
or slide stack your feet. Top arm on top leg, bottom arm cuts of passing lane, and keep 
head to inside lane away from the shot. Anticipate the shot. Players often look down at the 
puck before they shoot. 

13. D-D just inside the blueline- D without the puck lines up in a staggered position (like a 
hinge) slightly behind your partner with the puck. Skate into the pass and be ready to go. 

14. After the Whistle- keep your "shots" short, sweet, with your stick below the chest. Protect 
your goalie but not to the extent of making them play the opponents power play. 

15. Know your role- Tough player, skill player? Play to your strengths; few players can do it all. 
Always remember your defense partner is your lifeline, protect each other. 

16. Closest Man Pressures- Get in their face as fast as possible to limit time and space. 
Communicate switches to your defense partner. WANT THE PUCK. The other partner 
should cover the front of the net and occupy the good ice there. 

DEFENSIVE SITUATIONS  

1. Positioning- when your partner is battling in the corner- you are responsible for the area in 
front of the net. Don't have 2 defensemen behind the goal line unless there is a loose, free 
puck. Do not get yourself tied up in front of the net. 

2. Corner - Point - if the puck is in the corner, play between the puck and the opponent in front 
but, if possible, on the defensive side. Be free to move. If the puck goes to the point you 
must push the opponent from the slot to allow your goaltender to see the shot. Neutralize 



them; control their stick. 

	

3. 	Pins- the puck is the responsibility of the support man. YOU PIN THE PLAYER. 

Lasso- Wrap your stick, which should be in the top hand between the player and boards 
and hold. Push their other elbow to the glass with your free hand. Push and lean into 
them with your lead leg between their legs and your 	trailing leg extended in a T - 
push. Tuck your head in to avoid an elbow. (They'll be mad!) Push off when you leave 
and stay on defensive side of them. 

Pin- You can also pin by using a T - push and pining their hips by pressing your stick and 
pushing. 

• Alono Boards- When skating with a player, get a stick or elbow in front of them and spin 
them into the boards. Pin them and wait for help. If the puck is free grab it and initiate the 
breakout but don't go fishing for it. 

	

4. 	1-1 - if a player is in control "contain" them, don't run them. Look beyond them to see the 
support they have or if you have an odd man situation. Head up, sit down, stick in one 
hand out front, eyes on eyes or their chest but use peripheral vision. Keep your free hand 
up and stay square to the attacker. 

Your outside shoulder aligns with their inside shoulder - angle them to safe ice - outside 
the mid ice corridor 
Closer to the net -the tougher you get! Stay square to the opponent. Control them after 
the 1-1 - skewer, pin, and push. 
PLAY THE MAN NOT THE PUCK; don't lunge. 

- If outside drive, turn at the play the man. Keep him outside the dots. 
Think," my stick to the puck, body on body". Keep your stick out front so he has to try to 
beat you 6-8 feet away from you. This will give you time to react. 

5. 	1-1 in corner- defensive side positioning and angle them (don't run straight) back up the 
boards. Don't give them behind the net. 
- Get there quickly: get on them and pressure or contain depending on the situation 
- 	If the player passes off, finish your check but beat them back to the front of net, use a controlled hit. 

6. Behind the Net- pressure if you can get a stick, elbow in front of them (1/2 a stick). If not, 
cut in front of net if support. Post up with your partner. Play close to the post and cut off the 
passing lane to the slot; make them pass outside in the less dangerous ice. If flushing, 
flush them on their backhand side. Ideally NEVER give up the back of the net, force the 
play back up the boards. 

7. Break the cycle - play the puck carrier - ride them away from the play and pin them if 
possible. Make them fight their way back. 

8. Crossing forwards - (1-2, 2-2, 3-3). If forwards cross in neutral zone or at the blueline - stay 
in your lane. If they cross inside the blueline- you go with them .1 -1 if even numbered (e.g. 
2-2). They are dangerous inside the circles and you must challenge them. 

9. 	3 -2 --play zone inside the dots. Steer the attack outside. Divide the ice in half and zone- 
up. No Free Shots - challenge unless a poor outside angle. No one cuts between low dots 
and goal. 
- • Delay the attack until back checker can help. If they cross play it like a 2 - 1 cross! If 

your back checker has the high man covered, make your play at the blueline with a tight 
gap. 



10. 	a) 2 - 1 - protect the middle of the ice - the good shooting area. 
- The closer the puck carrier gets to the net the more you need to be conscious of 

pressuring them. No free shots (unless from a bad angle) - no net drives. 
Take and play the most dangerous person, make the most unskilled player make the 
decisions or shoot o n goal. 
Prevent cross ice pass to slot, goalies don't mind a pass from the mid-ice to the outside 
lane-YOU make sure there is no pass back to the slot 
Stay on you feet whenever possible. 
Lay down to block only if a last resort. The most effective time is when the attacker is 
below the dots or near the back of the net. 

b) 	2 - 1 Cross - if they cross high in the zone stay in the middle. If they cross low - decide 
• who is the most dangerous person and focus. The closer they get to the goal the more 

likely you will play the puck carrier. The goalie must read this and react. Never give up 
the front of the net. 

11 	Face-offs - when you get the puck you can: 
a) Go behind net to safety and initiate breakout 
b) Bank pass to your partner or winger 
c) Off glass up strong side 
d) Flip it high - up and over 
e) Hard rim to winger 
- 	Defense should play "offside wings" in the low defensive zone to have the puck on their 

forehand behind the net. Priority one is to gain control and set up the breakout. 

DEFENSIVE ZONE 
OFFENSIVE 

1. When you get the puck, two musts: 
- Get your HEAD UP and read your options 
- Move your feet - two quick steps - never stand still - all you can do is pass or dump. 

2. Be Conservative - no inside moves, fancy dipsidoodles. Be firm - protect the puck always 
with your body. Last D doesn't over handle the puck. 

3. Control the puck - never throw it away blindly. If there are no open lanes delay (spin, pivot, 
etc.) until something opens up. If you dump it - dump it hard or flip it high. Use the glass 
when possible. 

4. • Puck Movement.- if possible move the puck ahead or laterally - back only if real pressure or 
• problems. Check with your coach- are you a dump and chase team or a possession 
offense? Never move the puck cross-ice in defensive zone unless you are 95% sure of 
success. 

5. 	Possession - if your partner has committed to the puck you either: 
a) Hold up checker 
b) Support by getting to an open passing lane. Communicate your decision to your D 

partner. 

6. 	Cue Words - always communicate and help out. 
are and can help them make good decisions. If 
release your man. Use your own words but make 

- pass up to wingers/centre 

This will let your players know where you 
you pick - immediately support when you 
them short, audible, clear. 



Wheel - bust it - keep the puck and roll 
Bank - off the backboards and to your partner on the other side of the net 
Reverse - take the fore checker one way - drop the puck off the boards and reverse 
the flow to your partner or deep man. It is the defenseman without the puck's job to 
read the play and be there if the puck is reversed. They must anticipate, support and 
break out the opposite direction. 
Rim - bang the puck around the boards 
Open - means you are in the clear and open if they need you. You are indicating you 
are an option if necessary. 
Pick - tells your partner you are holding up the forechecker. 
Pressure - there is a guy on your butt. 
No - defense partner indicates he is covered and is not an option. 
Set- the goaltender will set the puck up 

These cue words are suggestions to your partner- they will have to make their own decision after 
they check the pressure. When your partner has full control of the puck behind the goal line, you 
may slip low to the opposite corner to provide an outlet. 

7. 	Shoulder Check - always shoulder check and look for: 
a. Pressure fore-checking 
b. Support by teammates 
c. Your defense partner 

Try to decide your best option before you touch the puck. This is not always possible but 
preferable. PICK THE PUCK UP WITH SPEED (preferably on the forehand) - Get there quickly, 
get out of there quickly. If you are under severe pressure try to skate into the lane of the 
forechecker before getting to the puck. This will take away their angle and a quick move should 
shake them. The other D partner should either be holding up a forechecker or becoming a pass 
option. 

8 	Move the puck away from the pressure - don't force the play - skating or passing - into the 
teeth of the forecheck. Move it way from pressure - up the weak side when possible! 

9. "First pass, good pass." 

10. Fakes, spins - uses fakes, pivots, spins to open up the ice. Always come out of these 
possession maneuvers with speed, with your head up and the puck in a passing position. 
Always protect the puck. 

11. Backpeddle - when backpeddling - face up ice and always keep puck on forehand in a 
passing position. Be able to pass it firmly, while still moving backwards. 

12. 	Pass the puck hard - Don't slap it - "throw it". The quicker you get it to a teammate - the 
more time they have to move it. After passing, jump into the play or become a passing 
option. 

13. Use the net - the net is there to protect your "butt", use it. Shoulder check and read the 
pressure. Is there no pressure? Is the forechecker cutting you off before the net? Is the 
opponent pressuring wide? If the forechecker enters the zone inside the dots consider a 
bank pass to your partner. If opponent is outside the dots and you are ahead of them, 
wheel out the far side tight to the net. If they get inside reverse it up the weak side. 

no pressure ?- wheel or stop and set up. Use the net. 
cut off? - Reverse or spin and come up the weak side if they try to cut you off before 
you get to the net. You may also reverse to your partner. 
Pressure wide? - Cut the net tight and turn up ice if checker is directly behind you. 



14. Know your goalie - set-ups, puck-handling ability, will they pick up for you? Goa!tenders can 
be a valuable part of your breakout. Let them know your defense cue words so you can 
communicate quickly and efficiently. Communicate on all loose pucks and pucks dumped 
into your end. 

15. Regroups- If the puck is turned over, if the forwards move the puck back to the defense or if 
the D get a free puck in the neutral or defensive zone they must quickly regroup and initiate 
an attack. There are four basic options. 

a) Quick Ups - the defense should hit an open forward with a pass as quickly as possible. 
Try to make eye contact with them- don't shoot it up their butt. 

b) Rush - if there is an open lane, go for it and hit their blueline with speed. 
c) D-D - defenseman without the puck should assume a staggered position behind the 

defenseman with the puck. Be prepared to skate into the pass. 
d) Pull to the middle - if there are no open passing lanes the defenseman should pull the 

puck to the middle and wait for something to open up. The defenseman without the 
puck should support or they can skate behind their partner prepared for a drop pass. 
To save time until someone is open defense should utilize D-to-D passes or a spin with 
puck possession 

We need to develop young defensemen. Practices need to involve position specific skills and 
need to promote the importance of their accomplishments that are not measured by goals/assists. 
We also need to make the position funl The defenseman should not always be on the "wrong end" 
of a 2-1 or a 3-2. We need to encourage creativity and offense in D-men as well as forwards. 
Agility drills, line rushes etc. can also end with shots by the defenseman. 

I hope the handout is helpful and I hope we can put the skill and fun back into the position. 

Bob Caldwell 
Hockey Manitoba 
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. 	Pinch if you can get there before 	, 

only if you have support. 
the opponent controls the puck and 

Shoot near post to middle of net 
middle for better angle/rebound. 
Puck or drag the puck to the 

1 	
6 

I 

	
eye contact with your teammate 
and drive. 

a lane is open to the net make 
J. 

uncertain. 
Miss the checker. Dump deep 

Jump into the play. Always attack 
with 4 players. 

( 

Keep a tight gap and steer wi 
your positioning. 

Block forward if he dumps.. Screen 
for your partner.  

Keep play outside the dots. 

Get shots off the ice 6-12". 

Never stand flat-footed. Keep 
active feet 

Drive through the neural zone with • &peed. 

Turn inside on a hard rim. Outside 
on dump to corner. •Read the play and see through the 

attacker. 

If forwards cross deep go with Move the puck quickly if open lane 	them. 

1 - 	" 	a Front of net — unba 1  ale forward Transition defense to offense. 	W - control his stick 
Move puck up quickly if possible. 	- if shot from point, clear the vision 

IN: 0 C• 
11/4  
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6,Q N.........___ path 
6- - don't tie yourself up. . ..c,  ..0 4... N. 0 Q 

(1 /44g  cf Talk with partner 	 oq 
Post up if forward steps behind. 

• 
Pin and hold. Don't fish forth 

Force his backhand 	puck.  
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A \ C. A IN n a 
TIME 

( 

DESCRIPTION 

Breakouts 

KEY POINTS 

Defense D1, D2 are at the blue line. Coach points 
stick and they do cross overs, agility etc. On 
whistle D's skate backwards, turn and get the puck 
dumped by the coach. They can bank or reverse 
out of the end. Talk. 
ALT: introduce a fore checker for pressure. 

TIME • DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 

- Defense starts on blue line as do forwards. D 
skates backwards turns to corner gets puck and — 

• pastes to X1. X1 ->X2 who supports. X2 —> D2,-- D2 back to X1 or X2 and go 2 — 1 on D1. As soon- - as D2 passes he starts the drill in his end with X3 
and X4. Repeat. 

3. 
TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS p.  i 

Player X dumps the puck and then goes to hash 
marks. Defenceman D, turns get puck and D1 —> 
X1. X1 —> Coach —* back to X1. D follows the play_ 
Up ice. 
Options 
I. X1 shoots, D1 gets second puck from C and 
also shoots. 
2. X1 goes deep in zone, delays, X1 —> D for shot. 
Both corners at the same time go. 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS  

( I 

Defense 01, D2 at blue line. Coach dumps a puck _ 
and D1 skating backwards, turns to get puck. He _ 
must shoulder check to see where D2 goes. If D2 _ 
goes to puck side, Di quick ups to him. If D2 goes _ 
to opposite side, D1 carries behind the net, wheels 
and hits D2 with pass. 02 shoots. Now D2 goes to 
middle ice, coach dumps, repeat 



V CV 

IS  
Di DIM 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 

Coach dumps puck. D1 and D2 retrieve the puck — 
and breakout 3x's 5-0. X's come back 3-2 on D1 — 
and 02 then D1, D2 go 2-1 on centerman X. 

DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS TIME 

Coach dumps puck and D1, D2 retrieve it. They _ 
must pass safely to the forward (X1) in the odd 
colored jersey. .This will make D's shoulder check,_ 
perceive and make a play (to start the drill have 2 
X's in same colored jersey, one X in different 
colour). 

al 
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na a o 
TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	KEY POINTS 

Defense (D1) skates to dot, turns backwards to - 
ringette line, turns and picks up a puck. D wheels - 
behind the net, fakes a pass to hash marks, spins - 
and comes out other side and passes to D2. New - 
D2 goes. Switch sides. 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 

  

 

Defenceman (D1) is behind the net D steps out - 
and passes D1 -4 X1. D1 goes behind net and - 
gets second puck, D1 -4 X2. D1 gets third puck, - 
D1 to curling X3. D1 get fourth puck and rushes it - up ice. 

     

0 
. 5 

0 

1 	— 0 19 

0 . S •. 



KEY POINTS DESCRIPTION 

TIME 
KEY POINTS DESCRIPTION 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS 

Coach dumps the puck. Two X's are fore checkers - 
and you have two D. D's must carry puck over the - 
blue line while F's try to score. 

It 

Defencemen D1 skates into the puck goes behind 
the net and up the side, fake to D2 then spin and 
go behind the net, fake a pass to 03, spin behind 
the net and pass to D2 who repeats the sequence. 
Aithave a coach follow offering taken resistance. 

c> 

Canadian Hockey 
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c a r4 a c A:t, 
TIME 	DESCRIPTION 

( 1 

Coach spots puck in the circle. D is 2-3 steps 
ahead of X. D goes for the puck; reads pressure 
and has 3 "control" options. 
1. Stop behind the net if F goes in front of net 
2. Wheel around net up ice if F follows. Stay 
close to the post 
3. After puck possession turn back and up the wall 

if F goes between you and the net. 

KEY POINTS 

   

0 

 

 

	f 

   

D. Cross Ice Pressure. 
Coach dumps puck. Defenceman (D) skates to the 
puck but is aware that fore checker X is coming 
hard. D must read the situation and react. 
1. If X goes behind the net, D will come out the 
short side. 
2. If X goes straight at D, D will gain the net and 
wheel up ice. 
3. If X stops in front of the net. D will stop behind 
the net 
Same — give a point to D if he clears the blue line. 
A point to X if he gets a shot on goal. 



TIME 
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DESCRIPTION 	KEY POINTS 

13 

C a. r4 a. p a. 
caNa.A. 

16. 

E. Hold Ups 
Defence-man Dl passes toX who must touch the 
blue line with his skates. Defenceman 02 and D1 
go to the middle ice. F attacks on Dand must dump 
the puck. That D interferes with F while his partner 
gets the dump and tries to wheel out past the blue 
line without being touched  by F.  

React to Fore Check and Beat the First Man 
ucb....nor I r 

Coach passes to either D1 or D2. If coach passes 
to D1, XI will fore check, if he passes to 02, X2 will_ 
fore check. If X1 fore checks right at D1, D1 will 
pass to D2. If he fore checks the seam. D1 will ._ - 
spin outside and go up ice Always finish the drill. 
Whatever D is loose will shoot on goal and X will 
back check to the net. 
ALT: Send both X 's at once and pressure the D's. 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS 

G. Split Ice 1-1 
Ice is split lengthwise. D1 - 02 pass back and 
forth, always facing each other, transition skating, _ 
as do D3 and D4. On coach's whistle whoever has_ 
the puck dumps it and other D retrieves it. Each _ 
player tries to get possession and get the puck up _ 
over the blue line in control. 
ALT: to show how to use the net, do the drill cross- — 
ice, using 4 nets (or pylons if needed). 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS  

E 	  

. H. Fore Check-Pressure - • Coach prearranges which X(X1 OR X2) will fore - 
check. He dumps the puck in and D1, 02 must _ 
react to the fore checker and communicate. Will _ 
the second D support, hold up, or reverse. Use - 
your cue words. 

IIVIC KEY POINTS 
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DESCRIPTION 

Foot Speed/• A(1lb/ /9 

KEY POINTS TIME 

Defenceman (D) does cross overs and transition 
skating around a face off circle always facing up 	• ice. A coach can also pass a puck to the D as he 
goes around the circle. 
ALT: this can also be used to start the breakout on 
whistle have the D go behind the net and pass to 
coach on the wall. 

KEY POINTS 
TIME 	DESCRIPTION 

/9. C 

TIME DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 	• 

DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 

• Two players A and B stand on the circle. 
Defenceman (D) transition skates and always faces the puck. D will receive a pass from A, skate then 
pass to B, B back to D and D to A — continue. 

Defenceman (D) will skate through the pylons 
always facing the coach. The coach and D will 
pass the puck back and forth. This will involved 
continual transition skating. 

Defenceman (D) will approach pylons forward, he 
will transition and skate backward 3 full stride, 
transition and skate forward to other pylon and 
repeat, 

TIME 
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TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS • 

Defenceman (D) and player X1 start on the whistle. 
X1 goes full speed at net and D1 crosses over 
backwards skating and plays X 1-1. D can not turn 
forward until the blue line. Do both ends at the 
same time. 02, X2 go at same time. 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS 

Defenceman (D) starts backwards and X with'PUtk 
starts forward. On whistle they both leave, 1-1 full 
ice. Good drill for D getting a start from a stationary spot. 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS 

- c >9 

Defenceman (D) has puck in defensive zone and 
skates faking and spinning. Player X skates in 
neutral zone. Coach blows whistle after some 
activity and D immediately passes to X, who must 
touch centerline. D closes gap and plays him 1-1. 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION 

J- 

Defenceman D1 passes to X1 1-0 full ice. Defence 
skates forward to center circle, faces up ice, gets pass from coach and goes 1-0. 02, X2 goes at the 
same time — heads up! 

KEY POINTS 



TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	KEY POINTS 

Defenceman skates from goal line picks up a puck, - 
180° turnind back pedal, then shoot Repeat 	- 
going other direction. Repeat but do a fake pass, - 
spin, fake pass other way, spin and go in on a 	- 
breakaway. D gets the shots, transition and spins. - 

9:41! 
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TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	KEY POINTS 

Defenceman (D) skates in a figure eight pattern• 
between the two circles always facing up ice. 
Progress to carrying a puck, then to passing with 
coach as they go through the route. 

KEY POINTS TIME 	DESCRIPTION 

Control S *ns 
Defenceman (D) faces the coach. D skates 
backward and cuts the direction the coach -points. D fakes a pass to the boards, spins and passes to _ 
coach. Next D goes. Work on both forehand and backhand spins. 

TIME DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 

 

Defencemen D1, 02 leave both skating backwards.- 
02 turns and breaks around boards. D1 back 	- peddles, fakes pass to boards and spins, now he 
fakes pass to 03 and spins again. D1 - D2, 02 	- comes back 1-1 on Dl. 



TIME DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 
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DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS • 

Odd —Even Rushes 

Player X1 and X2 take the puck and cross inside 
the blue line. Defenceman D1 and D2 close the 
gap and play X1, Y1/42 full ice 2-2 
Now X3, X4 go and D3, 04 defend at the other end 
ALT: Can run 2-1, 3-1, 3-2, off of some drill. 

2-1 

On cue, defenceman (D) and two players Xt, X2--le-ave wall. D shoots, X1 shoots than X2 shoots. 
Coach passes to an Xand go 2-1 full ice. As soon - 
as the play is done, 02, X3, X4 begin. 

TIME 

DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 

Player X1 and X2 leave and cut inside blue line. 
D1 closes gap and plays X's 2-1. On whistle X3 
and X4 begin the drill going the opposite way going _ 
2-1 on D2 but D1 on whistle becomes the back 
checker to help 02. Repeat sequence 2-1 with 	- back checker. 

Two player X's and one defence (D) leave the wall - 
and go 3-0 on goalie, after they shoot X's clear 
zone and get pass from coach. Go 2-1 on D, 
repeat 2-1, now D clears zone and goes 1-1 on X1. - 
Four rushes in total, both ends. 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 
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33 . Scrimmage. Set your scrimmage up to practice 	_ 
situations. Example use 40 second shifts. Change 
in the sequence on the whistle. Players leave the 
puck when whistle blows and go to the bench. A 
change can not take place until all of your team is — 
off the ice 

A Team Team 
3 :2 
2 - 2 
1 • 2 

-3 2 
2 2 TIME DESCRIPTION 2 !1 

3(1. 

Defenceman (D) walks to the middle and shoots 
then transition skates with feet up ice. X2 shoots 
right after D and then XI shoots. D gets puck in 
corner and breaks out X1 and X2,who cross in _ 
neutral zone and comes back 2-1 on D. 

Player X1 and X2 swing and go 2-1 on defenceman - 
(D1). As soon as play is dead, D1 will breakout X3 - 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	KEY POINTS  
( 

Defenceman (D1) skates full ice and passes to 
either player X1 or X2. Defence transition to 
backward and plays X1 and X2 full ice back. As 
soon as rush leaves the end, 02 breaks out, 
passes to X3 or X4 and plays them back 2-1 full ice. 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 

Playe X1 and X2 swing and go 2-2 on D1 and - 
D2. Xs try to score, D's try to get possession and - 
hit X3 or X4 for breakout (X3, X4 can not chase or - 
help). When X3 and X4 get possession they go 2-2-
on D3 and D4. If D gets puck then they feed X5 - 
and X6. Continue. 
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TIME DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 
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3.).  Transition Race 

Player A and B line up on the blue line and sprint — 
on the whistle, transition skate around the pylon, — 
backwards to the high pylon, transition backward to — 
forward and race for the puck. Whoever touches 
the puck first tries to score, other person tries to 
prevent the shot. Switch sides each time. 
Game — have teams, 1 point for a shot, 2 points for — a goal. 

TIME  

38• 

Transition Race Two 

Player A and B line up at the goal line and Sprint on 
the whistle, transition around pylon,-backwards to - 
low pylon, transition backwards to forwards, around 
high pylon and to the puck. 
Game— same as previous drill. Switch sides. 

DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 

 

Mohawk/Transition Race 

Players A and B start where the center circle 
intersects the red line. Backwards to ringette line, . 
mohawk turn to pylon where you transition skate, . 
backwards to the high pylon, transition to forwards 
and to the puck. Switch sides. 

TIME 	 

( L  

Cross Over Race 

A and B start on the inside hash marks. A goes 
clockwise 1X circles, B goes counter clockwise VA _ 
circles, transition and forwards around pylon and 
race for the puck. Switch sides. 

DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 



DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 

TIME DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 

4.  
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TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS 

X and D are staggered starts. X completes race to 
the blue line forwards, D starts forward, transition to 
backwards and skates backwards strides to the far 
blue line. Switch sides. 
Game — 1 point for a win. 

Full Ice Race 

Fl races D1 at the same time F2 will race D2. On 
the whistle Fl and D1/F2 and D2 leave. Forwards 
go all out around the far pylon; D will skate forward, 
transition at near pylon and race for the puck. D 
can not transition to forward until the red line. 

Transition 

On the whistle D1 races Da D1 and 02 cross in 
neutral zone, transition skate at pylon, backward to 
low pylon, transition forwards and race for the puck 
to shoot on goal. Next whistle 03 and 04. Switch sides. 

TIME 
• 

DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 

 Dyers 

01 will race 02. D's go around the lower circles in 
a figure eight always facing up ice. They race 
forward to the red line. The first on over the red 
line wins and then gets a breakaway shot The 
other D is done. 
Game — one point for winning, one extra point if you 
score. If varied abilities, stagger the stack! 

?A`V 
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TIME  

( I 
KEY POINTS DESCRIPTION 

oESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS 

Shootin Drills 

Defencemen (D) skate figure eight around pylons. 
Coach calls out a name and they go in and shoot 
ALT: do some drill skating backwards. Do some 
drill with transition skating — always face the goal. 

A.  44  it 

canain4 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS 

Defencemen (D1) back pedal with the puck and 
passes to 02. 02 drags and shooti. Dl repeats 
get second puck passes teD3 who drags and 
shoots. Now Dl repeats transition skate and goes 
on a breakaway. 

• Coach feeds D with a variety of passes — rims, flip 
shots, off the glass. D must control, skate to middle 
of the ice and shoot. 

TIME  

( I 

DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 

Player X feeds D1 who goes to middle and shoots, 
X gets rebound. X gets another puck and feeds 02 
who drags and shoots, X rebounds. 

TIME 



TIME DESCRIPTION 

La. 
DESCRIPTION 	• KEY POINTS 

a-4 A ID A 
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TIME DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS 

Defencemen alternate from each corner. D skates 
forward, picks up a puck, back pedals up the wall to • the center of the ice and shoots. 
ALT: D1 can pass to 32 for a one turner rather than 
shoot, or D1 — D2, D2 back to D1 for a one timer. 

Defencemen (D1) takes puck to the middle of the 
ice and shoots, 01 tags far_ boards and skates 
backward facing D2. 32 feeds D1 for a shot Di 
tags on other boards, D3 —> Di and Di shoots a 
third time. Now D2 goes. 

TIME 
54. 

• • Defencemen (01) starts at the hash maths. Coach 
passes to D1 who back pedals and shoots. Coach • rims the puck and Di must get there, stop it, drag • 
to middle and shoot. Now D2 goes and works with ! • Coach 2. 

KEY POINTS 
49. 

1 

Coach pass to Di. Di looks to D2, fakes a pass, . 
spins and shoots on goal. Defence as on there off wings. 

ALT: put defence on normal sides. Coach to D who - 
fakes a shot, pushes the puck outside and now 
shoots (simulates an avoidance of a fore checker). - 

TIME 



Ga Control 

Defence D1 will pass to X1. X1 goes 1-1 vs. D. 
Somewhere inside red line X1 must delay circle 
back and the attack, D must close the gap and stay 
close. Now finish 1-1. 

DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 

X1 goes 1-1 on D1; X2 goes 1-1 on D2. Keep a 
tight pp. If the coach blows the whistle during the 
rush, XiwilJ turn irid attack the opposite goal and 
02 will close the gap and defend. X2 will also 
reverse direction and D1 must close the gap and 
play him 1-1. 

r  

TIME DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 

tO 

tie 
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TIME 	DESCRIPTION 
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KEY POINTS 
caria o 

— Player X's tried to push a puck in the open net to 
— score. Defence (D's) defends with tight gap. 
— Everytime X's score they have to clear the blue 
— line. Thirty second time limit — if X's get all 3 they 
— win, if D's prevent 3 from scoring — they win. 

TIME DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 

. This drill forces defence to keep a tight gap — it 
_ should build confidence in their skating. Player X . 

and defence (D) leave at the same time and go 
around pylons. X attacks and D must transition 
skate and play X, 1-1 with a tight gap. 



rTh 

• Player X skates a forward path and attacks the net. 
Defence (D) must go forward, transition around 
pylon, stride backwards and can't turn until the blue 
line. D2 andK2 will be going at the same time the 
other direction. 

• Canadian Hockey.  
Coaching Program 

DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS TIME 	DESCRIPTION 

59- 

TIME • DESCRIPTION . 	KEY POINTS . 

PlayerXArid D leave on.the whistle: X must touch 
center red linCtefenceman (D) skates 
backwards, transition skates and he must touch the — 
blue line, transition to backwards and play 1-1. 

TIME DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 

Defenceman (D1) skates counter clockwise 
backwards around circle, X1 skates around his 
circle with the puck. X must touch the red line; D 
must touch blue line, transition and plays 1-1. 
Switch sides. 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS 

60. 

Player X1 passes to defencemen (D1). D1 passes _ 
back to X1, who shoots on goal. Player X2 passes _ 
to X1, D1 follows play, and transition skates and _ 
plays X1 1-1. As soon as X2 passes he skates, X2_ 

D2, D2 --> X2 who shoots. X3 —> X2, D2 has _ 
closed the gap and plays 1-1. 
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DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS - 

KEY POINTS 
TIME 	DESCRIPTION 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS  

) 

Player X, and X2 leave together. X1 has puck and 
X2 is defence X2 transition turns and plays X1 1- 
i.. As soon.as  X1 and -X2 clear red line, X3 and X4 go. 
ALT: This drill will work 2-1, 2-2, 3-1, 3-2, etc. 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS  ‘3. 

Defenceman (D1) skates backwards around circle 
and passes to X, who is on the wall. X1 goes full 
ice around pylon and back 1-1. D1 after the pass, 
skates backward around circle must touch red line 
and play X1 ion 1. 

H 
Divide players into 2 teams.The 
offensive team will get 1 point 
for every shot on goal, 3 for every 
goal scored.Defensive team gets 
1 point for every rush with no shot. 
D transition skate,outlet to F and 

' Play 1-1 around pylons.Game to 9. 

Canadian Hockey 
Coaching Program 

1-1 (with gap) 

Cross ice game. Players X plays player 0 1-1. 
You get 1 point if you shoot and hit a pylon (goal). 
If you press the puck on the pylon for a second 
count you get 3 points. Good warm up game. 

Pp p 
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c a r4 a it 
TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	KEY POINTS  • 

Defencemen (D) shoots while X, X2 screen. They - 
bang at rebound then cut up the boards, coach (or - 
goalie) passes to X, or X2. X --> D who skates 
backwards then transition and skates forward and 
hits X1, or X2 for pass, go 2-0 or goal. Coach -> D - 
for another shot as D follows X's up ice. 

TIME  
16. c  DESCRIPTION KEY PQINTS 

Defenceman D1 pass to D2 who back pedals to the 
middle and pass to X1 who goes 1-0 on goal. D1 

• follows play, gets pass from C and shoots. 03 --> - 
02 who back pedals to middle and passes to X2 
who goes 1-0 on goal. D2 follows play, gets pass - 
from C and shoots. Now D4 -> D3 etc. 
ALT: instead of 1-0, X can come both at D and play-
a 1-1. 

TIME 

Defenceman skates to red line, transitions to 
backwards and gets pass from Coach. On pass, 
X1 leaves, D1 -> X1 and go 1-0. D follows play 
and gets pass for a second shot 02 --> X2 and 
doing the same drill at the same time. 
ALT: X can delay in offensive zone and hit D 
coming late. 

DESCRIPTION 	KEY POINTS 
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TIME 	DESCRIPTION  

4-$"•( I 

Defenceman D1 skates at Xl, X1 -*01 who 
transition backwards until blue line. D1 --> D2 who - 
steps up and hits X1 with a pass 1-0. D3, D4 and - 
0's are doing the same drill the other way at the - 
same time. Repeat 3-4 times, then have D1, D2 - 
switch places. 

KEY POINTS 
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TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS • 

Transition Drills 

Defencemen (D1) has puck and skates backwards _ 
and passes to Xi who curls. Now D1 goes back to - 
starting point transition skates, backwards and 	_ passes to X2 who has curled. New D goes. 
Do this both ways at once; 02 will work with X3, 
X4. 

).< 

• 

Canadian Hockey 
Coaching Program 

gq. 

DESCRIPTION KEY POINTS 

Defence skate through pylons transition skating 
never stopping. Take a shot and come back up the 
other side with a puck, backwards between the blue 
line and shoot. Now change ends; make sure you 
go through transition turning the opposite way. 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS  
( 

Transition with a partner. Players skate at their 
partner and transition skate around him and goes - 
back to start and stops. Now partner goes. Do drill - 
on both sides of partner. Now introduce a puck. 	• 
You can also have them do possession. Spins as • 
they progress. 
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TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS  

( 	  

Players X1, X2, X3 are forwards. X1 passes to D1, 
D1 	D2, D2 —> any X, X's dump puck into D3 and 
D4's zone. D3, D4 and X1, X2, X3 breakout 5-0. 
X's pass to D1 or 02 who transition skate and pass 
back to X's, X's skate through neutral zone and 
pass to D3, D4. This continues until coach blows 

- the whistle. Then the X's and D's attack 5-2. Now 
the three O's go some sequence. 
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TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS 
( I 

X's are at the four corners of the defensive zone. 	I 
Defenceman (D) is in front of the net On whistle 
X1 tries to get to net and shoot, D defends. On 
whistle D goes back to front of net stops, then plays 
X4, repeat, play X2, repeat play X3. New D. 

Canadian Hockey 
Coaching Program 

Coach dumps a puck in the corner. Player X tries ,. 
to get the puck and shoot on net, defenceman (D) _ 
is behind X and on one knee. He tries to pin X or _ 
gets the puck out over the blue line.  
ALT: add a second X and a second D for 2-2 drill. — 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS 

Player X has a puck in his hand. He tries to getto — 
the dot and place the puck on the dot. 
Defenceman (D) tries to legally prevent this. 
ALT: use sticks. D has stick upside down. Then let —
both use their sticks normally. 
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TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	 KEY POINTS 
93. ( 	Hit/Contain 
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Coach dumps the puck, X and D are on blue line. 
D must skate backwards to ringette line then turn• 
and play X who should have control of the puck. 
Angle and contain. 
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TIME KEY POINTS DESCRIPTION 

KEY POINTS • TIME 	DESCRIPTION 

KEY POINTS DESCRIPTION TIME 

Coach directs the play with his stick. X1 is in the 	- slot, X2 in corner, X3 at point. If X2 has the puck, . 
Defenceman D must prevent him getting to the net. _ 
If the puck goes to X3, D must clear X1 so goalie 
can see. D must not tie himself up unless a point 
shot is coming. 

Player X goes 1-1 on D1. On whistle coach will 
pass to 02 fora shot D1 must clear X1, from the 
front of the net Now X2 goes 1-1 on 02. On 
whistle coach passes to D1 for a shot while 02 
clears X2. Continue. 

Defenc9man (D1) shoots, then X1 shoots. X1 goes - 
and gets second puck in corner and D closes gap 
and plays him. X tries to score, D1 defends. Both - 
ends. 
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KEY POINTS 

9 

Player X and defenceman (D) must stay below the — 
goal line and battle for the puck. On the whistle X — 
tries to gain control and score, D tries to clear the — 
blue line with the puck. 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION 



Blue line play. Defence D swings into the play F, 1-
1. Teach D what to do if the forward: 
1. Goes wide 
2. Cuts to mid ice 
3. Drives the zone and delays 
4. Dumps it in 
5. Chips off the boards. 

Run through each option and teach the correct 
response. 

C P. r4 A. 0 A. 
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TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	KEY POINTS 

Defenceman (D1) skates full ice and passes to — 
either player X1 or X2. Defence transition to 	— 
backward and plays X1 and X2 full ice back. As — 
soon as rush leaves the end, 02 breaks out, 
passes to X3 or X4 and plays them back 2-1 full — 
ice. 
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TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	KEY POINTS 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	KEY POINTS 
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F passes to D2 who drags and shoots. 
DI tries to block out F and let goalie see 
D2 retreats and gets pass from coach 
D2 passes to F who has skated out of the zone 

, DI closes the gap and plays a 1-1 
On whistle D2 drags and shoots from the other side 
And y and DI battle in front for rebound. 

TIME 	DESCRIPTION 	KEY POINTS 
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